
WHERE AESTHETICS AND PERFORMANCE MATTERS
SolFiT is an innovative roof integrated solar PV system designed and developed 
in the UK by solar installers with decades of solar and roof experience. Using a 
patented interlocking frame design partnered with high output tier one 370Wp 
PV laminates, SolFiT offers a highly aesthetic waterproof and durable PV roof 
system. Its sleek, all-black design can withstand the harshest of UK weather and 
will deliver high output solar energy for the next 25 years and beyond.

WHY INSTALLERS LOVE SOLFIT
SolFiT has been designed by installers for installers.  
We’ve done the thinking so you don’t have to.

Simpler SolFiT is designed around an 
ingeniously simple interlocking framing 
system. There are no fiddly seals or 
gaskets, plastic mounting trays or lead 
to worry about. You just push each PV 
tile into place to form your strong and 
watertight solar roof.

Faster & Safer Installed from the top 
of the roof down – ridge to eaves – SolFiT 
is faster and safer to install than other 
systems, cutting hours of installation time.

Compact 27 panels per pallet – 
substantially more than other BIPV 
products.

Low angle installation 
Down to <20 degrees.

Versatile SolFiT can be installed on 
any roof, from the smallest residential 
home to the largest commercial 
warehouse and is compatible with all 
roofing materials.

Strength SolFiT has been tested 
at the Building Research Institute to 
handle in excess of 3500Pa – well above 
the highest wind speeds in the UK.

High output 370Wp.  
The highest output roof integrated 
panel on the market –squeezing more 
Watts out of every square metre.

Metal bottom flashing 
Sharp and neat detail.

ROOF INTEGRATED SOLAR 
MADE EASY

SOLFIT
370Wp
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Ridge to gutter

Sleek, flush aesthetic Compatible with all tile types

Commercial applications

Quicker, safer, easier to install

GET IN TOUCH
Just get in touch with our team to find out more.

“ Without doubt, SolFiT is the 
best roof-integrated solar PV  
product we’ve ever used, 
It’s simply revolutionary”

   Keir Marsden, MD Glow Solar

WHY CUSTOMERS LOVE SOLFIT
Long-lasting The strong, durable 
design with guaranteed weathertight 
for 15 years.

Flush No room for nesting birds, 
rodents or trapped leaves.

Aesthetic SolFiT has a great sleek  
all-black in-line look, so it looks superb 
on any kind of property.

Adaptable Can be used with any 
type of slates or tiles.

High efficiency 
High 370p output.

Cost saving No need for slates or 
tiles under the array saving money.£
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